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Abstract - Quantum computers are more 

powerful and efficient in solving complex 

combinatorial problems than conventional 

digital supercomputers. They were built 

based on the laws of physics and quantum 

mechanics, that describe the behavior of 

systems on a subatomic level. This enables 

quantum computers to encode 

information in more complex ways than 

the binary "0s" and "1s" of conventional 

computers, which allows them perform 

calculations faster. 

Scientists believe quantum computing will 

have substantial applicability in 

autonomous driving, machine learning of 

traffic patterns, and artificial intelligence 

for mobility solutions. 

I. BACKROUND 

Many large older cities around the world, like 

New York City, London, Beijing, Bangalore 

and others were not designed for cars. In 

general, these cities were not architected to 

support massive population growth of 10 to 

20 million people. As a result, in these cities 

the roads are simply not big enough and they 

are facing though challenges in optimizing 

and controlling their traffic patterns. When 

we add taxi services and ride-sharing 

transportation enabled by Uber, Lyft and 

others, the situation drastically worsens. 

Some cities like London already introduced 

congestion charges, others like New York 

City, are actively considering it. Many 

organizations and companies are looking 

towards solutions provided by Artificial 

intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and 

Quantum Computing (QC) to find ways to 

optimize driving path people take to reach 

from point A to point B in these large cities, 

while efficiently compensating for traffic 

route complexity and traffic jams along these 

routes at the same time. 

Figure 1:  Traffic Congestion in Beijing 

New York city for example is the third most 

traffic congested city in the world, according 

to INRIX Global Traffic Scorecard 

(http://inrix.com/scorecard ). Based on a 

2017 analysis, in New York City drivers 

spent in average 91 hours in peak traffic 

during  this year; as result the state is 

considering introducing congestion pricing. 

II. WHY QUANTUM COMPUTING?

 Quantum computing leverages the 

advantage given by the laws of physics, 

where  subatomic particles can exist in more 

than one state at any time. Due to the way 

atomic particles behave, quantum 

computation can be done much faster and use 

less energy than classical computers. 
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A. Bits in Classical Computers 

Within classical computers, a logical bit is 

represented by binary logic based on either 

logical high and logical low. Logical high 

corresponds to binary '1' and logical low 

corresponds to binary '0' respectively.  

B. QuBits in Quantum Computers 

Quantum computing uses “qubits”, which 

are the short form of quantum bits. A bit of 

data is represented by single atom which has 

one of the two states of  |0> or  |1>.  

Unlike a usual bit, qubits can store much 

more information than just 1 or 0, because 

they can exist in any superposition of these 

values.  

C. Why are Quantum Computers faster? 

A quantum bit can represent both 0 and 1 

simultaneously. For example, with 3 qubits 

of data, the Quantum Computer is able to 

store all the 8 possible combinations of 0 

and 1 simultaneously. As a result a three 

Qubit Quantum computer can perform 

calculations 8 times faster compare to 3-bit 

conventional computer.  Generalizing this, 

quantum computers can solve combinatorial 

problems of 2n more efficiently in N 

operations, assuming we are able to find 

underpinning quantum computing algorithm 

for actual problems we intend to solve. 

III. QUANTUM COMPUTING AND

FOR REAL-WORLD PROBLEMS

According to an article published on 

www.ciodive.com, four real-world quantum 

computing applications have emerged with 

focus on addressing critical problems within 

our society. 

https://www.ciodive.com/news/4-early-real-

world-quantum-computing-

applications/520675/ 

These four problems are the following: 

 Traffic optimization in large cities;

Volkswagen and D-Wave Systems

teamed to develop optimization for it.

 Election modeling; study indicates using

quantum machine learning for modeling

the 2016 presidential election.

 Marketing and advertising; Japan based

company using Quantum Computing to

study and model recruit communications

 Optimizing autonomous driving; Denso

and Toyota partnered to implement a

Quantum Computing project related.

D. Quantum Algorithms Considered 

I have reviewed and considered several 

Quantum Computing algorithms, including 

the following: 

 Variational-Quantum-Eigensolver

(VQE) algorithm to solve the Traveling

Salesman Problem (TSP).  VQE is a

quantum/classical hybrid algorithm used

to find eigenvalues of a large) matrix H,

where H is the Hamiltonian of some

system. Within the VQE algorithm a

quantum subroutine is run inside of a

classical optimization loop.

 Grover’s search algorithm, that solves the

problem of unstructured search using

quantum computation in  O(sqrtN) steps

vs. N steps on traditional computers;

where ‘O’ represents the expected output.

 Generalized quantum heuristic search,

extending Grover’s algorithm to solve the

TSP problem, proposed by Jeongho Bang

at, see reference [6].

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW

Alberto Peruzzi at al, within “A variational 

eigenvalue solver on a quantum processor” 

article suggest the use of a  re-configurable 

quantum processing unit (QPU) to 

efficiently calculate the expectation values 

of a Hamiltonian H, achieving exponential 
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speedup vs. conventional methods.  The 

authors combine QPU with an optimization 

algorithm run on a classical processing unit 

(CPU), to variationally compute the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H. 

Figure 2: Hybrid Quantum and Classical 

VQE Algorithm to compute H Eigenvalues 

Within Figure 2, the solution combines two 

algorithms towards implementing a 

Variational Quantum Eigensolver (QVE): 

 Algorithm 1: Quantum  states  that  have

been  previously prepared,  are fed into

the quantum modules which compute Hi,

where Hi is a term in the sum defining H

 Algorithm 2:  Classical minimization

algorithm, run on the CPU, calculates  H

as sum of Hi and  determines the new

state parameters, which are then fed

back to the QPU.

Within his algorithm, Grover defines a 

black-box function, called “Oracle” and 

associate with it a repetitive set of (sqrt N) 

unitary operations, after which  will measure 

the resulting state, where N is the number of 

possible states we search a solution within. 

The algorithm at high level can be 

represented using the following diagram: 

Figure 3: Grover’s search algorithm 

The G unitary function calculations will be 

repeated O(sqrtN) times, which provides a 

quadratic speed up compared to traditional 

methods.  

     G= HZHO     (G= Grover’s operator) 

(operations performed from right to left) 

 O= Applying the Oracle Function

 H=Applying Hadamard transformations

 Z=Applying zero state phase shift

 H=Applying Hadamard transformations

The entire algorithms works as follows: 

 Initiate superposition of all elements

 Apply the G unitary functions repeated

 Repeat G calculation O(sqrt N) times

 Measure the results.

The oracle function is a simple operation of  

Where f(x)=1 if x is a solution and  f(x)=0 if 

x is not a solution. If x is solution, the oracle 

qubit is flipped, otherwise no change 

happens (the oracle does nothing). 

Figure 4: Amplitude inversion within 

Grover’s algorithm performed by “oracle” 

An inversion about average operation is 

applied to a superposition where all but one 

of the components are initially identical and 

of magnitude O(sqrt N). At the end of 

iterations, we will measure the solution with 

the amplified amplitude.  Generalized 
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versions of Grover’s algorithms are also 

called Amplitude Amplification Algorithms. 

According to Jeongho, within reference [6], 

many TSP algorithms  become extremely 

difficult to be implemented as increasing the 

size of a quantum computing system and 

when attempting to apply them for number 

or large size of cities with increased number 

of targets. This affects the performance of 

quantum annealing solutions. For such 

situations a generalized Grover type of 

quantum search algorithm becomes more 

appealing and more practical to implement. 

The team proposed generalizing Grover’s 

data search and applying it to amplify the 

probability for approximate solutions. They 

introduced the generalized Grover operator: 

 were they defined as the cost 

of Grover’s operator: 

and  is the oracle. Their 

assumption was a Quantum register of N 

dimension with basis state of T qubits. 

Florian Neukart and team  within referebce 

[3] proposed an annealing algorithm for 

traffic flow optimization,  targeting potential 

implementation on D-Wave Systems using 

their open sourced Qbsolv SDK, available at 

https://github.com/dwavesystems/qbsolv. 

The algorithm is the following: 

 For each car i determine current route.

 For each car i’s current route map the

source and destination to their nearest

nodes in the road graph.

 For each with source/destination pair:

o Determine all simple paths from

source to destination.

o Find two alternative paths that

are maximally dissimilar to the

original route and to each other.

 For each car i, define the set of possible

routes; define matrix Q with variables qij

This algorithms is trying to address all 

possible solutions, as such Jeongho at al. 

was correct related to performance and 

scaling issues as number or routes get large. 

V. Computation Complexity: NP 

In computational complexity theory, NP (for 

non-deterministic polynomial type) is a 

complexity class describing certain types of 

decision problems. Polynomial time refers to 

the increasing number of machine 

operations needed by an algorithm relative 

to the size of the problem. Polynomial time 

is a measure of efficiency of an algorithm. 

Decision problems are commonly 

categorized into complexity classes (such as 

NP) based on the fastest known machine 

algorithms. This class may change if a faster 

algorithm is discovered.  

NP is defined as the set of decision problems 

that can be solved in polynomial time on a 

non-deterministic Turing machine (NTM).  

A Turing machine is imagined to be a 

simple computer that reads and writes 

symbols following a set of rules.  For an 

NTM), the set of rules may prescribe 

multiple action for any given situation. 

VI. Weighted Max-Cut problems

Max-Cut as polynomial algorithm is 

categorized as NP-Complete. NP-Complete 

decision problem is one belonging to both 

the NP and the NP-Hard complexity classes. 

NP-complete problems are in NP, the set of 

all decision problems whose solutions can 

be verified in polynomial time, but there are 

no known efficient (fast) ways to find 

solutions to NP-complete problems.  

The traveling salesman that goes from city 

to city to sell merchandise. The objective is 

to find the shortest path that would enable 

the salesman to visit all the cities and return. 

It is a weighted MaxCut problem and can be 

abstracted in terms of graphs. The TSP on 

the nodes of a graph asks for the 
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shortest Hamiltonian cycle that can be taken 

through each of the nodes. 

VII. Traffic Optimization using Quantum

Approximate Optimization Algorithm 

The Traffic Optimization Problem (TOP) we 

try to resolve can be defined as a modified 

TSP problem, where the driver of the car 

must traverse the shortest set of segments 

(streets or blocks in a city), which have the 

lightest traffic to get to the destination. It 

can be considered as a modified MaxCut 

problem as well.  

We are looking for an algorithm is to 

converges fast and require minimum set of 

operations, in order to be able to perform the 

optimization in real-time many times for 

each driver. Such an algorithm could be 

implemented as part of Navigator Apps and 

launched from devices available within cars. 

To implement a MaxCut problem of this 

type, we need to use the Ising Model, 

created by physicist Erns Ising and optimize 

a Hamiltonian function describing the 

function we need to minimize, which is the 

number of segments and the difficulty of 

these segments (difficulty represents volume 

of traffic on a segment). Practically, we 

would be implementing Quantum 

Approximate Optimization Algorithm for 

the Hamiltonian function, described by 

Farhi, Goldstone, Gutman in Reference [9]. 

VIII. Traffic Optimization using enhanced

Quantum Search Algorithm 

Debabrata Goswami at al. in Reference [1] 

proposed an approach for extending and 

using Grover’s algorithm to solve the TSP.  

According to them, any search algorithm to 

solve Approximate TSP will fail, unless it 

uses additional contextual information about 

the search space, which actually is the city 

map and traffic volume (segment difficulty). 

They proposes a new encoding scheme for 

TSP permutations which can be recursively 

generated.  According to their proposal, the 

new oracle function for Grover’s search is: 

where r 

represent the segments, r-length is their 

length (proportional with difficulty),  t is 

number of iterations and  is the number of 

possible segments (city streets or blocks). 

IX. Prototype Implementation

We have implemented a Quantum 

Approximation Algorithm based on the 

weighted MaxCut model using iPython data 

science notebook, implemented and tested 

on JupyterHub/JupyterLab type environment 

running in a cloud environment as part of 

CS837 Quantum Computing class activities.  

We have tested our algorithm at a small 

scale using a 16 qubit real computer ibmqx5.  

In addition, we have implemented IBM 

provided quantum simulator within the 

cloud, where we could potentially scale it up 

to 32-34 qubits.  

Figure 5: Quantum Simulator scaling matrix 

We used IBM QISKIT (github.com/qiskit), 

Quantum Information Software Kit, based 

on which we have implemented both our 

simulator and our modified TSP/TOP 

algorithm for Quantum Approximation 

using weighted MaxCut: 
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 Quantum Computer Simulator:

github.com/QISKit/qiskit-sdk-

py/tree/master/src/qasm-simulator-cpp

 Approximate Quantum Optimization for

four segments, using four qubits.

https://github.com/QISKit/qiskit-

tutorial/blob/old_tutorial_format/4_appli

cations/classical_optimization.ipynb

We obtained the result showing within 

the figure below, with best order from 

quantum optimization is = [0, 2, 3, 1] 

with total distance = 13.1882368444 

Figure 6: Plotted Quantum Optimization 

Results, algorithm executed on ibmqx5 

X. SUMMARY 

We can use Quantum Approximation 

algorithms, either as a MaxCut type VQE 

optimization, either as an enhanced 

Quantum Search algorithm to help optimize 

traffic patterns within a traffic congested 

city. If we think of New York City, specific 

Manhattan, getting from Midtown to 

downtown can take about 50 segments or 

blocks. We can use IBM Quantum 

Computers or IBM Quantum simulators to 

solve such type of optimization already. At 

the present time would be difficult to get 

access to the 50 qubit quantum computer, 

but we can solve a simplified version of 

these algorithms using a 34 qubit computer 

or equivalent Quantum Simulator. 
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